
Task 2: Roadside Advertisements

Singapore National Olympiad in Informatics (SG NOI) celebrates its 20-th version in year 2017
(this year). This year, we are grateful to have FIVE (5) different sponsors (in alphabetical
order): Garena, IMDA, Lee Foundation, Micron, and the organizer+sponsor: School of Com-
puting (SoC).

Associate Professor Tan Sun Teck, the SG NOI chairman, wants to put roadside advertise-
ments on roads connecting these 5 sponsors. He would like to ensure that any person affiliated
with SG NOI will see an SG NOI-related advertisement on every road they traverse whenever
they travel between their offices (e.g. for the important weekly NOI meetings). Thus, any road
on the shortest path connecting any pair of the 5 sponsors should have a roadside advertisement
installed.

For each road in Singapore, the cost of putting an advertisement on that road is known in
advance. The overall cost of this advertising campaign is the sum of these costs. Prof Tan wants
to find the minimum cost required to achieve his objective.

By the way, the roads in this version of Singapore have an interesting property where there
is exactly one possible path between any two landmarks in Singapore.

Input format
Your program must read from standard input.
The first line of input contains one positive integer V .
The next V − 1 lines of input will each contain 3 integers: u, v, w that denotes that landmark u
and landmark v in Singapore are connected with a road and installing a roadside advert in this
road costs w SGD.
It is guaranteed that 0 ≤ u, v < V and 1 ≤ w ≤ 1 000.
Then, there will be another line with one positive integer Q, denoting the number of queries.
Afterwards, there will be Q lines with 5 integers each, denoting the location of the 5 sponsors
of SG NOI: landmarks {a, b, c, d, e}.
It is guaranteed that a, b, c, d and e are pairwise different.
A possible input would be:

6
4 0 4
0 1 2
1 3 9
3 5 1
3 2 5
2
4 0 3 5 2
0 4 1 3 5
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Figure 1: Sample Fictional Singapore with V = 6

Output format
For each query, your program must output one line with a single integer to standard output:
the minimum cost for Prof Tan’s roadside advertisement campaign. On the above example, the
answer is:

21
16

Explanation
For the first query, the 5 sponsors are located at landmarks {4, 0, 3, 5, 2} (notice that the
landmarks are not necessarily sorted). To connect all pairs of the 5 sponsors in this fictional
Singapore, we need to use all roads. Therefore we need to place a roadside advertisement on
every road. The minimum cost is thus the sum of costs for all roads: 4 + 2 + 9 + 1 + 5 = 21.

For the second query, the 5 sponsors are located at landmarks {0, 4, 1, 3, 5}. This time,
Prof Tan can choose not to place a roadside advertsement along road 3− 2 with cost 5 (as land-
mark 2 is NOT an SG NOI sponsor). So the total cost is 21− 5 = 16.

Subtasks
The maximum execution time on each instance is 1.0s. Your program will be tested on sets of
input instances as follows:
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Subtask Marks V Others
1 7 V = 5, Q = 1
2 23 5 ≤ V ≤ 50 000, 1 ≤ Q ≤ 10 000 A landmark connects at most

two other landmarks.
3 40 5 ≤ V ≤ 50 000, 1 ≤ Q ≤ 100
4 30 5 ≤ V ≤ 50 000, 1 ≤ Q ≤ 10 000 All the best!

Sample Testcase 1
This testcase is valid for all subtasks.

Input Output
5
0 1 1
1 2 2
2 3 3
3 4 4
1
4 0 3 1 2

10

Sample Testcase 2
This testcase is valid for subtasks 3 and 4.

Input Output
6
4 0 4
0 1 2
1 3 9
3 5 1
3 2 5
2
4 0 3 5 2
0 4 1 3 5

21
16
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Figure 2: An example map with 15 towns and 19 roads.

Task 3: Hotspot
Consider a country with n towns. The towns are connected by m roads, all with the same length.
(See Figure 2 for an example.)

This country has k citizens. Interestingly, the home and office of the ith citizen are located
in different towns Ai and Bi, respectively. Hence, every day, the ith citizen moves back and
forth between two fixed towns Ai and Bi (since the ith citizen needs to work).

To save time, the ith citizen will choose a path with the shortest length. If there are several
shortest paths between Ai and Bi, the ith citizen chooses by random one shortest path which
Donald does not know. The expected chance that the ith citizen passing through town w equals

Ei(w) =
Number of shortest paths between Ai and Bi passing through town w

Number of shortest paths between Ai and Bi

.

Donald is the president of the country and he wants to understand the needs of his citizens.
He wants to setup a meeting office in a town so that he can meet as many citizens as possible.
Precisely, he aims to setup the meeting office in a town w that maximizes

∑k−1
i=0 Ei(w).

Your task is to help Donald identify the town w. When there are multiple towns w that
maximize

∑k−1
i=0 Ei(w), report any one of them. In addition, due to certain geological con-

straints during the construction of the towns and roads, it is found that the number of shortest
paths between any two towns will not exceed 215. Note that double-precision floating-point is
required for this problem.

Example 1: Suppose k = 1 where (A0, B0) = (4, 10). Then, there is exactly one shortest
path of length 2, which is (4, 7, 10). Donald can build the meeting office in either town 4, town
7, or town 10.
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